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Abstract—Nowadays, simple tools such as traceroute can
be used by attackers to acquire topology knowledge remotely.
Worse still, attackers can use a lightweight fingerprinting
technique, based on traceroute and ping, to retrieve the
routers brand, and use that knowledge to launch targeted
attacks.

In this paper, we show that the hardware ecosystem of
network operators can greatly vary from one to another, with
all potential security implications it brings. Indeed, depend-
ing on the autonomous system (AS), not all brands play the
same role in terms of network connectivity. An attacker could
find an interest in targeting a specific hardware vendor in a
particular AS, if known defects are present in this hardware,
and if the AS relies heavily on it for forwarding its traffic.

Index Terms—network fingerprinting, traceroute, ping, at-
tack, connectivity

1. Introduction

Fingerprinting [1, 2] is defined as the process of
splitting network equipment into several disjoint classes.
This is achieved by analyzing messages sent by equipment
and their behavior, usually in response to some form of
active probing. As such, fingerprinting is an expensive
process as it could require many probes to be sent, and
thus time consuming [1]. In addition, too many probes
towards a network node or a subnet could easily appear
as an attack and, consequently, be filtered by the target.
Recently, Vanaubel et al. [3] have proposed a lightweight
network fingerprinting technique that is based on inferring
the initial TTL values in packets sent by routers. Vanaubel
et al. have shown that it is enough to obtain the initial
TTL of two ICMP messages (i.e., time-exceeded and
echo-reply– the so-called router signature) to guess
the router hardware vendor.

Providing such a fingerprinting is useful for several
applications and studies. For instance, it has been used
in alias resolution (i.e., the process of aggregating IP
interfaces of a router into a single identifier) [4, 5]. It
has also been used for revealing the content of MPLS
tunnels hidden to traceroute, as some MPLS behav-
iors depend on the hardware vendor (mainly Cisco vs.
Juniper) [6].

In this paper, we rely on routers signature to answer
two research questions:

1) beyond the classic hardware vendor market share
(i.e., proportion of Cisco vs. proportion of Juniper,

etc.), we ask ourselves what is the hardware ecosys-
tem within Internet and operators? In particular, we
are interested in describing where are located the var-
ious hardware and the potential role they could play
in the topology. Our findings in this paper show that,
if Cisco largely dominates the overall market, this
is not reflected when looking on a per autonomous
system (AS) basis, where the distribution is more
blurred.

2) if knowing the hardware ecosystem of an AS is
straightforward and not that intrusive, we ask our-
selves what could happen if an attacker can easily
identify router brands and target specific vendor
with (known) security breaches? This question is
motivated by the recent five vulnerabilities found in
various Cisco devices (four of them leading to remote
code execution vulnerabilities, and one to a Denial
of Service vulnerability) [7] and by the discovery of
Bleichenbacher oracles [8] (i.e., an adaptative chosen
ciphertext attack against some protocols based on
RSA) in the IKEv1 implementations of four large
network equipment manufacturers (Cisco, Huawei,
Clavister, and ZyXEL) [9]. Those attacks are not lim-
ited to a few scattered devices, but could affect many
different hardware models for each manufacturer, as
the vulnerabilities are found in software common to
many different products. If an attacker is able to
easily identify unsecured equipment within an AS,
they could easily target it and possibly disrupt the
AS connectivity. Generally speaking, the attack could
affect the AS connectivity or use the AS equipment
for performing a larger-scale attack (e.g., DDoS). In
this paper, we focus on connectivity loss, as result of
the attack. In particular, we show that it is enough
for an attacker to target an AS and a few devices (of
a given brand) to affect its connectivity.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Sec. 2 provides the required background for this paper;
Sec. 3 discusses ASes hardware ecosystem (Research
Question 1); Sec. 4 illustrates the impact of routers fail-
ures due to attacks (Research Question 2) and provides
mitigation solutions to operators and hardware vendors;
finally, Sec. 5 concludes this paper by summarizing its
main achievements.



Router Signature Router Brand and OS
< 255, 255 > Cisco (IOS, IOS XR)
< 255, 64 > Juniper (Junos)
< 128, 128 > Juniper (JunosE)
< 64, 64 > Brocade, Alcatel, Linux (BAL)

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF MAIN ROUTER SIGNATURE, THE FIRST
INITIAL TTL OF THE PAIR CORRESPONDS TO ICMP

TIME-EXCEEDED , WHILE THE SECOND IS FOR ICMP ECHO-REPLY .

2. Background

The IP packet header contains a time-to-live (TTL)
field used to avoid packets looping forever when a routing
loop occurs. This 8-bit field is set by the originating
host/router to an initial value (iTTL) that is usually and
nearly always a power of 2 in the list 32 (or 30), 64, 128,
and 255. RFC1700 [10] recommends to use 64 as iTTL
value but in practice, this is not followed by most router
manufacturers, each one having its own policy that may
also depend on the protocol used [3].

Based on that, Vanaubel et al. [3] have proposed a
router signature made of a n-tuple of n iTTLs, those
iTTLs being retrieved from different ICMP messages re-
ceived from routers.1

Vanaubel et al. have demonstrated that it is suffi-
cient to consider the iTTL of two different messages
(i.e., n = 2) to discriminate hardware vendors basic
pair-signature: a time-exceeded message elicited by
a traceroute probe, and an echo-reply message
obtained from an echo-request probe. The advantage,
here, is that router signatures can be easily retrieved with
basic traceroute and ping exploration.

Table 1 summarizes the main router signatures, with
associated router brands and router OSes.

3. Hardware Ecosystem

In this section, we discuss our first research question:
what is the hardware ecosystem within Internet and oper-
ators? We first present how data has been collected and
pre-processed (Sec. 3.1). Next, we check the signature
coherence for both IP interfaces and routers (Sec. 3.2).
We finally provide some insight into hardware distribution
(Sec. 3.3) and discuss the limits of our approach (Sec. 3.4).

3.1. Data Collection

We collected data using TNT [11, 12], a Paris-
traceroute [13] extension that is able to reveal the content
of MPLS tunnels hidden to traceroute exploration [6],
revealing so more links and IP interfaces than standard
traceroute exploration. TNT comes with the advan-
tage that it also automatically collects the signature for
each collected IP interface.

We deployed TNT on the Archipelago infrastruc-
ture [14] between November 1st and 13th, 2019 over 28
vantage points, scattered all around the world: Europe
(9), North America (11), South America (1), Asia (4),
and Australia (3). The overall set of destinations, over 10

1. To estimate the iTTL forged by the router, it is enough to find the
smallest number in 32, 64, 128, 255 that is larger than the received value
in the TTL field of the IP packet encompassing the ICMP message.

IP Router
coherent 84,7% 93,8%
weakly incoherent 15,1% 5,5%
incoherent 0.2% 0,7%

TABLE 2. SIGNATURE COHERENCE FOR BOTH IP ADDRESSES AND
ROUTERS (AFTER ALIAS RESOLUTION).

million IP addresses, is inherited from the Archipelago
dataset and spread over the 28 vantage points to speed
up the probing process. TNT data is freely available on
CAIDA’s website.

A total of 1,280,291 distinct unique IP addresses (ex-
cluding traceroute targets) have been collected, with
45,763 being non-publicly routable addresses (and thus
excluded from our dataset).

We then used MIDAR [15], a tool based on similarities
in the IP-ID field, to perform alias resolution on our set of
addresses. Alias resolution [16] is the process of identify-
ing IP addresses that belong to the same router, and can
thus yield a router-level topology from the address-level
topology that traceroute gives. This more concrete
topology can then be used, among other purposes, to
study more precisely the physical infrastructure of routers,
their diversity, and the resiliency of the infrastructure. Out
of the 1.2 million addresses discovered by TNT, MIDAR
found 65,778 routers involving 221,464 addresses. Note
that, despite considerable progress in this domain, alias
resolution remains an imperfect process. We discuss in
Sec. 3.4 the limits of this approach, and why it is relevant
to employ it despite its shortcomings.

Finally, from the router dataset obtained with MIDAR,
we applied bdrmapIT [17], a tool for annotating routers
with AS ownership. The objective here is to delimit as
accurately as possible ASes in order to better study their
hardware infrastructure. Studying the Internet at the scale
of ASes, rather than at a global scale, is more meaningful
because each AS is an independent network, operated by
different people with different policies and technologies.
This scale provides thus a more refined vision of the
hardware distribution, with all potential implications for
network resiliency and security. Moreover, focusing on
individual ASes when discussing routers under attack is
more realistic than envisioning a world-wide attack.

3.2. Address and Router Signature Coherence

In order to evaluate the coherence of the collected
fingerprints, we first check if the same data collected
multiple times by TNT always corresponds to the same
signature. Following Vanaubel et al. [3] vocabulary, IP
addresses can either be (i) coherent (i.e., the same sig-
nature is always observed for that address), (ii) weakly
incoherent (i.e., two signatures are observed for a given
IP address, one being an incomplete version of the other
– e.g., < x, y > and < x, ∗ >), and, (iii) incoherent
(i.e., several different signatures are observed for a given
address). We extend this vocabulary to routers, where the
coherence of a router is determined by the signature of
each of its addresses. Table 2 reports the results for both
IP addresses and routers.

We observe that the majority of IP addresses signatures
are coherent, which is the perfect case for us, as there is no
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Figure 1. Big picture of hardware distribution (complete dataset).

ambiguity in the fingerprint. Weakly incoherent signatures
are slightly significant, probably due to overloading, rate
limiting, or filtering on routers, which prevent the device
to answer to one of the two probes. As such, we can
simply consider the signature of these addresses to be the
complete one of the two. Finally, incoherent IP signatures
are very infrequent. Only 0.2% of the addresses cannot
be classified into a router brand, and have therefore been
removed from our data.

With respect to routers, an even greater majority of
routers are coherent, meaning that all interfaces of the
router show the same signature. A small portion of routers
are weakly incoherent, and, as for addresses, we consider
the signature of a router to be the complete one among its
interfaces. Finally, we cannot conclude anything regard-
ing the brand of a router for only 0.7% of the routers.
These fingerprinting results are consistent with the alias
resolution process. Indeed, it is expected, by definition,
that addresses showing different signatures cannot share a
router, which is confirmed in our results.

3.3. Hardware Distribution

The big picture. Leveraging the fingerprinting method,
we can have a look at the hardware distribution in the
network. Fig. 1 illustrates the global signature distribution
for both addresses and routers in the Internet.

Regarding addresses, we notice that Cisco signatures
are largely dominant, with more than 40% of addresses
in that class. The second most important class is the BAL
class (i.e., Brocade, Alcatel, and Linux machines) with
around 25% of addresses. After that, with a share of 15%
of the addresses, comes the signature < 255, ∗ >. This
signature is an incomplete one, meaning that the device
answered to the traceroute probe, but not to the ping
one. This class is probably made of addresses that actually
belong either to < 255, 255 > (Cisco) or < 255, 64 >
(Junos) classes. Unfortunately, we are unable to discern
between them, because those routers did not answer to
the second probe. Finally, the fourth most important class
is the Junos one, with approximately 11% of the market
share. The remaining signatures (including JunosE) are
quite rare.

Looking at routers now, we can observe that the signa-
ture distribution is extremely different. Cisco routers are
still largely dominating the other brands, with almost 60%
of the devices. Next comes the Junos class, followed by
BAL, followed by the < 255, ∗ > incomplete signature,
which has become almost non-existent. At first sight,

AS # IP # Router # Traces
A 2,322 629 901,795
B 447 104 339,184
C 1,425 363 417,391
D 1,049 236 2,177,628

TABLE 3. BASIC DATA ABOUT ASES OF INTEREST. AS NUMBERS
HAVE BEEN ANONYMIZED.
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Figure 2. Hardware distribution, per AS.

we may think that the router topology, derived from the
address topology with alias resolution, provides the actual
hardware distribution in the Internet and corrects previous
believes about the share of the market, when looking only
at addresses. However, we found that the alias resolution
introduces a bias in our data, as discussed in Sec. 3.4, and
that these results must be considered with hindsight.

Large ASes. For the remainder of this paper, we restrict
ourselves to four ASes, the largest in our dataset, in order
to study the hardware distribution at a finer granularity.
To do so, as mentioned in Sec. 3.1, we used bdrmapIT
for annotating routers with their AS number. For security
reasons (see Sec. 4), we have anonymized AS numbers.
Table 3 provides high level statistics on those ASes: the
number of routers, as well as the number of IP addresses
involved in those routers. The column labeled “# Traces”
provides the number of TNT traces crossing each AS.

If the global hardware distribution (see Fig. 1) stated
that Cisco largely dominates the market, the situation
differs within our four ASes of interest, as illustrated by
Fig. 2. Indeed, only AS A is largely dominated by Cisco,
while AS D is relying nearly only on Junos. AS C uses
a nearly equal mix of BAL and Junos. Finally, AS B
deploys essentially Junos with Cisco. It is now obvious
that different operators can have very different hardware
infrastructure, with all potential implications for network
resiliency and security.

Fig. 3 provides a deeper view of the hardware distri-
bution in our ASes of interest by splitting the hardware
according to its role (core vs. edge) in the AS topology.
We can distinguish between core and edge devices thanks
to bdrmapIT annotations that also provide the location
of a device in the AS. Regarding AS A and AS B, both
have very similar distributions in the edge and in the core.
The operators do not seem to privilege a brand or another
for a particular usage in their network. AS C presents a
slight dissimilarity in its distributions: core devices are
composed at 60% of BAL routers and 30% of Junos
routers, while edge devices present an equal mix of BAL
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Figure 3. Hardware distribution, with respect to core and edge routers.
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Figure 4. Hardware popularity, per AS.

and Junos. Finally, AS D uses only Junos routers for their
edge devices. The only Cisco routers in AS D are seen in
the core of the network.

Finally, anticipating on Sec. 4, we present for each AS
the hardware popularity in Fig. 4. Similarly to Sanchez
et al. [18], we measure the hardware popularity as the
proportion of TNT traces crossing each hardware brand.
While the hardware distribution is already a first indi-
cator of the topological importance of a brand in terms
of connectivity, the popularity of a brand reflects more
accurately the notion of topological importance than the
distribution does. Indeed, and this is particularly true
for Internet networks, not all nodes play the same role
in terms of connectivity [19, 20], and some are more
important than others. As such, it could turn out that,
although a brand is largely represented in the network,
the role it plays in terms of connectivity and in terms of
traffic volume it carries is not as important.

However, we find that the hardware popularity is actu-
ally quite close to the hardware distribution. For each AS,
the dominating brand in terms of hardware share is also
the brand that plays a major role in terms of connectivity.

3.4. Limits

Despite considerable progress in this domain, alias
resolution remains an imperfect process. All techniques
present the risk of false positive, and all of them also
have significant incompleteness. The inability to draw an
accurate router-level map of the Internet limits what we
can study, leading in this section on a lower bound of
statistics discussed.

In our case, out of the 1.2 million addresses dis-
covered by TNT, MIDAR found 65,778 routers involving
221,464 addresses. This represents only 18% of the initial
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Figure 5. MIDAR performance depending on the hardware.

dataset. The majority of aliases missed by MIDAR are
due to routers not responding to probes, because of, e.g.,
overloading, rate-limiting, or filtering. The completeness
of MIDAR is also limited by routers that do not use
monotonic counters, or do not share a counter across
interfaces, making them, by definition, undetectable by
any IP-ID based technique [15].

Furthermore, we found that the completeness of the
alias resolution process is not the same depending on the
brand of routers. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 5, the
proportion of addresses involved in routers varies drasti-
cally whether we are facing Cisco, Junos, or BAL routers.
We see that Junos routers are more likely to be found by
MIDAR, as the proportion of involved addresses reaches
almost 50% (resp. 20% for Cisco and 10% for BAL).
For the signature < 255, ∗ >, the proportion of involved
addresses is extremely small, which can also explain our
router hardware distribution and why the < 255, ∗ > sig-
nature, previously quite important for address distribution,
almost disappeared in the router distribution.

This observation corroborates a finding by Grailet and
Donnet [4], in which they discovered that an IP interface
with a healthy counter (i.e., that is susceptible to be
found with an IP-ID resolution technique) is very likely
to use the initial TTL value 64 (or, more rarely, 128) for
the echo-reply. The value 64 for the echo-reply
corresponds precisely to Junos routers, explaining that its
proportion of involved addresses is the best among all
brands.

This inequality of the alias resolution process regard-
ing the brands introduces a bias in the router hardware
distribution. However, despite its shortcomings, we believe
the router level better captures hardware brand distribution
than the IP level does. In fact, not using alias resolu-
tion and performing the analysis directly on IP addresses
would lead to irrelevant results, and would also introduce
a bias: based only on the number of interfaces we see, a
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Figure 6. Impact of the attack on traces crossing each AS.

brand could be over-represented. Alias resolution allows
to avoid this pitfall and aggregates multiple interfaces into
fewer routers.

4. Routers Under Attack

Internet networks are known to belong to a certain
class of networks called scale-free networks [19]. Those
networks have the property of being extremely robust
to random node removals, but also to be particularly
vulnerable to targeted attacks on a few (highly connected)
nodes playing a vital role in maintaining the network’s
connectivity [21]. This vulnerability is intrinsic to scale-
free networks, in which the global connectivity of the
whole network is ensured by a few nodes.

Therefore, if a certain router brand contributes heavily
to network connectivity in a particular AS, and if known
defects are present in this hardware, an attacker could
cause great damage with little effort by targeting this
router brand in the AS. Knowing that an attacker can fairly
easily fingerprint a device (with only two simple probes),
it becomes even easier for them.

Knowing this, and leveraging our new understanding
of the ASes hardware infrastructure, we now look back
at our second research question: what could happen if
an attacker can easily identify router brands and target
specific vendor with (known) security breaches? Indeed,
we already saw in Sec. 3.3 that different operators have
different hardware infrastructure, and thus most likely
have different levels of vulnerability to a brand-targeted
attack as well.

The hardware distribution is a first coarse indicator
of the sensibility to brand-targeted attacks. However, it
does not a priori reflect the topological importance of a
particular brand in terms of connectivity. Therefore, to
assess the vulnerability of an AS, we will review our
hardware popularity approach, and study the number of
traces (traceroute paths) impacted when a fraction
of the nodes are removed from the network. We consider
this metric to reflect the topological importance2 and to
estimate which brands of routers carry traffic to a signif-
icant fraction of the Internet. Indeed, Sanchez et al. [18]
showed that the popularity of a link or a router is strongly
related to the amount of traffic being carried.

2. A node that is topologically important will be sampled redundantly
(multiple times) by traceroute. This is due to the traceroute
exploration process that statistically focuses on topologically important
nodes and links [20]. Therefore, the topological importance is reflected
in the number of traces crossing a node.

To simulate an attack, we consider each AS separately
and remove different proportions (0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02,
0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9, 1.0) of routers for four
brands: Cisco, Junos, JunosE, and BAL. Each time, we
count the total number of traces that go through those
downed routers. For each percentage, we performed the
simulation 30 times, averaged the results, and built confi-
dence zone around the mean.

4.1. Results

Fig. 6 presents, for each AS, the number of traces
impacted given a percentage of removed routers, for each
brand. The number of traces impacted has been normal-
ized by the total number of traces for that AS, in order
to compare the four ASes together.

As expected given their hardware distribution and
popularity, different ASes are sensitive to the removal of
routers from different brands. Regarding AS A, we see
that it is enough to remove 20% of the Cisco nodes to
impact nearly 60% of the traces, while other brands do
not seem to have much of an impact. In this case, Cisco
plays a major role in network connectivity. For AS B and
AS D, the removal of Junos is more harmful to network
connectivity than for the other brands. AS D is also more
vulnerable: for 20% of removed Junos nodes, more than
40% of traces are impacted, while this number barely
reaches 15% for AS B. Finally, for AS C, we see that
both attacks on BAL or on Junos routers have a significant
impact on connectivity.

In the light of those results, we can definitely conclude
that not all router brands contribute equally to network
connectivity, and that some of them are topologically
more important, depending on the AS. Newly discovered
vulnerabilities could be exploited by those seeking to
damage networks. Even though an attack targeting a defect
on a particular brand could be launched blindly, without
fingerprinting devices beforehand, if the attack requires
heavy resources from the attacker, they can find a benefit
in fingerprinting to focus the scope of their attack on
carefully selected nodes.

4.2. Risk Mitigation

Network operators can protect themselves from fin-
gerprinting, and all its potential security implications,
in different manners. The first one is extremely simple:
use a standard initial TTL (iTTL) in ICMP packets, as
recommended by RFC1700 [10]. As the iTTL is not



configurable by operators, this suggestion is addressed to
hardware vendors who must anonymize their routers by
ensuring that each packet is forged with the same iTTL.

A more sophisticated technique is to obfuscate the
topology to prevent attackers from discovering potential
targets. An example would be to adapt, e.g., NetHide [22]
for obfuscating the links but also anonymizing the routers.

Finally, as a last-resort solution, an operator could de-
cide to completely turn off ICMP packets (or at least filter
them at the edge, as done with IGMP [23]), effectively
hiding the topology and the hardware infrastructure. How-
ever, this solution brings more drawbacks than advantages,
and is most often seen as completely impracticable, as
traceroute and ping are essential network debugging
tools (error messages, connectivity checking, PMTU dis-
covery, . . . ). Furthermore, the case is even worst for IPv6,
where ICMPv6 cannot be treated as an auxiliary function,
like its IPv4 counterpart, with packets that can be dropped
in most cases without damaging the functionality of the
network [24].

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated two research questions:
(i) what is the hardware ecosystem in the Internet and
operators and (ii) what could happen if an attacker can
easily identify router brands and target specific vendor
with (known) security breaches?

For the first question, we showed that, if Cisco largely
dominates the overall market, the hardware distribution
appears more colorful when looking on a per AS basis.
Different ASes can have very different hardware ecosys-
tems, with all potential implications for network resiliency
and security.

With respect to the second question, we demonstrated
that not all brands contribute equally to network connec-
tivity, depending on the AS. An attacker seeking to cause
a lot of damage, with the least amount of effort, could
target a specific brand that plays a vital role in network
connectivity, and do so very easily given the simplicity of
our fingerprinting technique.

Ethical Considerations

We are aware that someone with bad intentions
(hacker, unscrupulous competitor, . . . ) could easily repli-
cate what has been described here. To avoid this situation,
this paper also includes simple schemes that could be ap-
plied by hardware vendors to “anonymize” their hardware,
while still allowing traceroute and ping, that are
valuable monitoring tools.

In addition, for security reasons, we have anonymized
the four ASes of interest described in this paper.
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